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250–256
violation of humanitarian law under ICTY
Statute Article 3 226–227, 260–262, 400–401
violations of Additional Protocol II and
Common Article 3 224, 256–257, 400
violations of laws or customs of war under
Article 3 of ICTY Statute 224–226,
258–263
and ICC 246, 297–303
extensive destruction of property as grave breach of
Geneva Conventions 401
historical development 216–217, 219–232
hostage taking see under underlying offences below
and ICC
and elements of crimes 246, 297–303
Rome Statute 245–246, 291–297
and ICTR
general requirements 219–263
overview 217–218, 231–232
statutory provisions 215–216, 217–218
underlying offences 219–220, 263–291
and ICTY
general requirements 219–263
overview 217, 230–231
statutory provisions 215–217
underlying offences 219–220, 263–291
inhuman or cruel treatment see under underlying
offences below
and Internationalised Tribunals
ECCC 249–250, 312–314
SCSL 304–310
ICTT 250–251, 314–317
SPSC 247–249, 310–311
‘intra-article’ convictions 325–349
war crimes (cont.)
murder and wilful killing see under underlying
offences below
outrages upon personal dignity 234–235, 275–278, 405
plunder, pillage or extensive appropriation see under
underlying offences below
rape see under underlying offences below
relationship to international criminal and humanitarian
law 1, 2–4
slavery or unlawful labour see under underlying
offences below
terror 236, 281–284, 407
torture see under underlying offences below
underlying offences
destruction of property 229, 264
destruction or damage to cultural property
230–231, 268–270, 402
extensive destruction 229, 264, 401
wanton destruction & unjustified devastation
266–268, 401, 402
hostage-taking 232, 270–271
as grave breach of Geneva Conventions 403
as violation of laws or customs of war 403
inhuman or cruel treatment 233–234, 271–273
as grave breach of Geneva Conventions 403
as violation of laws or customs of war 403
cruel treatment 404
inhuman treatment 403–404
murder and wilful killing 273–275
murder 404–405
wilful killing 404
other underlying offences 245, 290–291
outrages upon personal dignity 234–235, 275–278, 405
plunder, pillage or extensive appropriation 278–280
extensive appropriation 405–406
plunder 406
rape 235, 280
as grave breach of Geneva Conventions 406
as violation of laws or customs of war 406
slavery or unlawful labour 235, 281
slavery 407
unlawful labour 407
terror 236, 281–284, 407
torture 239–240, 284–285
as grave breach of Geneva Conventions 408
as violation of laws or customs of war 408
unlawful attack on civilians or civilian objects
240–243, 285–287
civilian objects 409
civilians 408
unlawful confinement 242, 287–288
as grave breach of Geneva Conventions 409
as violation of laws or customs of war 409
unlawful deportation or transfer 242–243, 288, 410
violence to life and person 243, 288–289
wilfully causing suffering or injury
244–290, 410
‘widespread’, meaning of 28–29, 52
‘widespread or systematic’ requirement as element in
crimes against humanity 27, 51
wilful killing as war crime 273–275, 404
wilfully causing suffering or injury as war crime
244–290, 410
Yugoslavia see International Criminal Tribunal for the
Former Yugoslavia (ICTY)
Zagreb (Croatia), shelling of 241, 286–287
Zasavica (Bosnia), illegal detention at 49–50, 77